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Abstract
Epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) is a natural phenomenon thatoccurs during embryodevelopment. It is a
phenomenon involving the transition of adherence-dependent stationary epithelial cells to adherence-independent
migratory mesenchymal cells. Tumours reactivate this machinery and evade anti-tumour immunity and inhibition
by cancer-specific drugs. EMT harnesses complex crosstalk among cancer cell signalling pathways that make it
difficult to tackle therapeutically, and it plays a pivotal role in cancer metastasis. Most screening platforms and
approved drugs are limited by their applicability to epithelial cancers. There is a significant need for developing
new strategies targeting metastatic cancers. Here, we review the challenges with the current methods of screening
and available drugs for EMT and shed some light on the key essentials needed for next-generation drug discovery
attempts.
Keywords: Epithelial-mesenchymal transition, high-throughput screening, drug discovery, drug resistance,
tumorspheres, organoids

INTRODUCTION
Epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) is considered as a major phenomenon which contributes to
cancer metastasis and drug resistance[1], and many reviews are available for understanding the natural
functions of EMT and its role in cancer progression[2-4]. Our primary goal here is to discuss the drug
screening methodologies developed by various groups and their limitations, while surrendering to the
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factual status of EMT’s vital role in tumour biology, but is not declared to be the only mechanism for drug
resistance. In this review, we start with a brief introduction of EMT, the signalling pathways involved in
EMT, and the role of EMT in drug resistance, concluding with the need for developing new screening
methodologies to overcome the limitations of the existing modalities.

OVERVIEW OF EMT
Epithelial cells are a differentiated type of cells that constitute the outer lining of human body organs,
skin, urinary tract, and blood vessels. Mesenchymal cells originate from a type of connective tissue
(called mesenchyme) found during embryonic development and therefore are understood to be stem
cells. During embryogenesis, the process of EMT and mesenchymal to epithelial transition (MET) is a
common observation[5,6]. EMT is not expected once the epithelial cells reach terminal differentiation[7,8],
but the process is induced during tissue repair and unusual pathological stress[7,9]. Mostcancers arise from
epithelial cells and grow indefinitely at that location. Epithelial cells interact laterally with other cells
through junctional complexes and with the basal membrane via integrin receptors. These contribute to
their apicobasal polarity and it is impossible to make them grow in isolation[10]. Some of those epithelial
cells undergo EMT, lose cell-cell junctions, and acquire mesenchymal phenotype, which makes them
independent of these constraints[11,12]. Having done this, these cells can migrate to other tissues, undergo
MET, and establish successful metastases[6]. Benign tumoursof epithelial origin are not very harmful to the
organism, but these metastases, especially when they are present in crucial tissues, are known to cause 90%
of the mortality associated with these cancers[13]. The role of EMT in metastasis is not clearly established. In
fact, Fischer et al.[14] showed that EMT is not required for successful breast to lung metastasis, as inhibition
of EMT by inhibiting microRNA miR-200 did not inhibit the development of lung metastasis. EMT’s role
in developing chemoresistance, however, is indisputable[14].

CELL SIGNALLING INVOLVED IN EMT
EMT has been an untargeted pathway of cancer progression resulting in significant mortality and
morbidity in multiple cancers. This has led researchers internationally to focus investigations on EMT
targeting pathways in the cell. EMT is a multistep process whereby epithelial marker genes are suppressed,
and mesenchymal markers are upregulated. The most important epithelial marker is E-cadherin. The
transcription factors which can suppress its transcription are Snail1, Snail2 (also called Slug), zinc finger
E-box-binding homeobox 1 (ZEB1), and ZEB2[15-17]. Twist, which is a master regulator of embryonic
morphogenesis, is found to be essential for metastasis. High levels of Twist are observed in aggressive
cancers and are associated with decreased E-cadherin[18]. The lymphoid-enhancing factor is needed for
EMT induced by transforming growth factor-β3 (TGF-β3)[19]. Owing to their defined role in the process,
all these transcription factors are termed EMT transcription factors (EMT-TFs). Recently, it was realised
that EMT-TFs play key roles in almost all stages of cancer, i.e., initiation, primary tumour formation,
invasion, dissemination, metastasis, and colonization at the secondary site[4]. Above all, the expression of
the combination of EMT-TFs is different in different cancers and even within a single tumour. Thus, the
markers determining the stages of EMT change, leading to the possibility of false-positive or false-negative
results in disease prognosis testing[20,21]. Most of the transcription factors are regulated by receptor tyrosine
kinases[22], TGF-β family[23], Wnt[24], Notch[25], and Hedgehog[26] pathways. The activators of these pathways
include ligands such as EGF, TGF-β, cytokines, tumour hypoxia, and components of the extracellular
matrix[27]. Of all these inducers, the TGF-β family has been most studied in the context of EMT. It consists
of the TGF-β superfamily of ligands which include isoforms of TGF-β (TGF-β1, β2, and β3) and bone
morphogenetic proteins[27]. The addition of exogenous TGF-β induces EMT in many cancer cell lines and
is cell type-specific. Conversely, specific inhibition of TGF-β receptor-1 (TGF-βR1) abrogates this EMT
induction[28]. As EMT is activated by these growth factors and transcription factors, most of the drugs
targeting EMT affect these signalling pathways[29].
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THE ROLE OF EMT IN TUMOUR IMMUNE EVASION AND DRUG RESISTANCE
EMT is a crucially important causative factor in tumour immune evasion and drug resistance. EMT has
been shown to suppress cytotoxic T-lymphocyte mediated immunity in MCF7 cells by activating autophagy
instead of apoptosis[30]. EMT-activated MCF7 cells express high levels of programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1)
which contributes to suppression of tumour immunity. A ZEB1 transcription factor is important in this
process and miR200 family members negatively regulate it[31]. EMT-related gene expression contributes to
immunotherapy resistance against programmed cell death protein 1 inhibitors in urothelial cancers, nonsmall cell lung cancers (NSCLC) and triple negative breast cancers (TNBC)[32,33]. EMT contributes in the
development ofchemoresistance in breast, pancreatic and bladder cancers[14,29,34-36]. Both adriamycin- and
vinblastine-resistant MCF-7 breast cancer cells lose epithelial markers like keratin-19 and uvomorulin
expression, and overexpress mesenchymal markers such as vimentin. They also show reduced desmosome
formation and tight junctions [37,38]. This resistance is achieved by a variety of signalling events that
contribute to EMT. Gottesman et al.[39] reviewed the role of ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters
in the multi-drug resistance of cancers. These are overexpressed in many cancers and the inhibition of
them contributes to the reversal of resistance. MRP1 (ABCC1) is a multidrug ABC transporter that gives
resistance to lung, breast, and prostate cancers, and neuroblastoma, and is expressed by the transcription
factor N-myc proto-oncogene (MYCN)[40]. Breast cancer resistance protein (BRCP/ABCG2) is one more
example of an ABC transporter whose normal function removing toxins and xenobiotics in healthy
tissues are repurposed in cancers towards multidrug resistance[41]. Most of these ABC transporters
are overexpressed by transcription factors such as Twist, Snail, and FOXC2, which contribute to the
progression of EMT[42]. Thus, targeting EMT via these transcription factors is a viable strategy to overcome
drug resistance. Witta et al.[43] proved that the reversal of EMT by overexpressing E-cadherin successfully
sensitized NSCLC towards epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitors. They did this by pretreating resistant cells with MS-275, a histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor which activated E-cadherin,
followed by treatmentwith gefitinib and erlotinib, which are EGFR inhibitors[43]. Recent clinical work also
suggests that EMT contributes to drug resistance by increasing cancer stem cell (CSC) markers. Treatment
of a patient with metastatic prostate cancer with the PARP inhibitor talazoparib increased NANOG, CD133,
CD44v6, and ALDH1, which are CSC markers[44]. TGF-β1-induced EMT increases ALDH expression and
leads to the generation of CSCs. This contributes to decreased drug sensitivity, increased proliferation,
invasion and metastasis, and poor prognosis[45]. Owing to the fact that EMT is often regulated by many
signalling pathways, it is nearly impossible to target it with single-agent therapies[46]. Optimal combinatorial
approaches are needed for specific types of cancer after understanding the molecular drivers of EMT.

EXISTING SCREENING TECHNOLOGIES FOR TARGETING EMT AND THEIR LIMITATIONS
Many drugs were tested and their variable efficiency against EMT has been demonstrated. These drugs
encompass all the pathways which contributeto EMT development[47]. The scope of this review is the
methodologies for screening drugs against EMT. They can be broadly divided into two categories:
2-dimensional (2D) models, and 3-dimensional (3D) models. Alongwith increased dimensionality, the
complexity of 3D models increases compared to 2D models, and there is decreased ease of handling.
2D models

As EMT is a 3-dimensional phenomenon, it is not possible to model it in 2-dimensions. Thus, these
2D models utilize only certain EMT features for designing the assays. These are easy to handle and well
amenable to high throughput screening (HTS) systems. Most of these assays are based on reporter constructs
which can measure the activation of CDH1 promoter (for E-cadherin protein) elements. Chua et al.[48]
developed a high throughput assay based on EMT spot migration, where they seeded epithelial cells as a
spot and induced it with EMT inducers. The resulting mesenchymal cells will be loosely arranged and the
area of the spot increases. They screened several drugs on inhibition of this spot area and found that ALK5,
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MEK, and SRC inhibitors worked well as they are associated with signalling pathways that can activate
EMT[48]. Huang et al.[49] made a cell line-based screening system for EMT inhibitors using 43 ovarian cancer
cell lines. They categorized these cell lines into four subgroups, based on their levels of expression of EMT
markers: epithelial, intermediate E, intermediate M, and mesenchymal types. Based on these types, the
EMT inhibiting drugs can be promoters of epithelial markers in the epithelial and intermediate E groups,
or inhibitors of mesenchymal markers in the other two groups. Using this approach, they identified an
Src kinase inhibitor, Saracatinib (AZD0530) which reversed E-cadherin expression in the intermediate
M subgroup[49]. Zhang et al.[50] developed a microfluid-based high throughput screening system, named
mesenchymal migration chip. With this, many drugs can be screened for their inhibitory potential of
mesenchymal migration, which might lead to the reversal of EMT. The migration velocity of individual
cells and the total percentage of migrated cells can be quantifiedusing this assay[50].
The inhibition of E-cadherin expression is necessary for EMT progression. Using this feature, a
bioluminescence-based epithelial marker promoter induction screening system was developed, whereby the
promoter of E-cadherin or epithelial-specific epidermal growth factor receptor family member ERBB3was
cloned in a luciferase vector. Several HDAC inhibitors were identified using this system[51]. A further high
throughput study also utilized E-cadherin expression analysis with immunofluorescence in pancreatic
cancer. It also identified a novel HDAC inhibitor 1-(benzylsulfonyl) indoline among 17 other compounds
that worked in a dose-dependent manner. Positive hits were also validated for inhibiting tumorsphere
formation[52].
All the models discussed above can test drugs for EMT inhibition only when EMT is induced by ligands
such as TGF-β, epidermal growth factor (EGF), and hepatocyte growth factor. However, none of them
can measure the effect of physical and mechanical forces due to tumour growth which can also induce
EMT. Nakanishi et al.[53] recently developed a better assay for solving this problem. Here they used
photoactivatable gold substrate which can change from non-cell-adhesive to cell-adhesive upon treatment
with UV light. First, single irradiation with a specific pattern is performed, and cells will be seeded to
confluency. Cells will grow tightly only in those irradiated regions. After the second irradiation for the
remaining areas is given, cells can move into the surrounding regions, because of the mechanical force
induced on the surrounding cells by the central cells. If EMT is successful, the spot size will increase and if
the inhibitors were able to suppress EMT, the spot size will not increase. If the drugs can kill, then the spot
size will decrease. By employing this assay, the group discovered nanaomycin H as a novel EMT inhibitor
which can specifically kill EMT-induced cells[53].
3D models

Notwithstanding the advantages with 2D models, they cannot completely mimic the 3-dimensional nature
of the tumour. These 2D cultures are known to induce certain cellular features, which are different from
the cells grown in vivo. 2D cultures in polystyrene plates enhance integrin signalling, as the cells are
dependent on the surface attachment for growth. Because of this, growth factors like EGF and TGF-α
cannot induce further growth, but induce proliferation in 3D and in-vivo models[54]. Only 3D cultures can
efficiently induce EMT-related transcription factors when compared with 2D cultures. This is achieved by
the activation of nuclear factor-κB in 3D cultures. The EMT-induced cells were able to form successful
metastases[55]. The 3D culture was first shown by Sutherland et al.[56] in 1971 as multi-cell spheroids and
it was suggested that the growth properties of these spheroids are more similar to in vivo tumours. Later,
in 1990, the Bjerkvig group showed the growth of multicellular organotypic spheroids to be similar to
transplanted mouse tumours[57]. It was subsequently discovered that a whole cancer can be regenerated
using one cell type, which is termed CSC[58]. This led to the development of tumorsphere cultures in almost
all types of cancers and the development of drug screening systems for CSCs[59]. EMT plays a crucial role in
the development and maintenance of CSCs. Mesenchymal traits are common for normal stem cells as well
as for CSCs[60].
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As the attachment of cells to the surface is too strong in 2D cultures using polystyrene plates, efforts were
made to minimize the cell to surface attachment and to increase cell to cell contacts. One such effort was
done by the Fujibayashi group, who designed nano-culture plates (NCP) using inorganic nanomaterial
scaffolds and nanoimprinting technology. Increased cell migration and spheroid formation at different
locations on the plates was demonstrated, unlike in 2D plates[61]. Arai et al.[62] used this NCP-based gel and
soft-agar free 3D-HTS system for screening 1,330 compounds for spheroid EMT inhibitory (SEMTIN)
activity. They found 9 compounds with significant activity. SB-525334, a TGF-βR1 inhibitor, and SU9516,
a CDK2 inhibitor, were shown to have SEMTIN activity. This is also an example of the successful culture
of A549 lung cancer cells on the NCP platform and its EMT features were established clearly. Aref et al.[63]
developed a 3D microfluidic assay that provides a 3D microenvironment for cells to mimic EMT using
HUVEC cells, and the assay is quantifiable as well. They co-cultured A549 lung cancer cells with HUVEC
cells in this system and compared several metastatic inhibiting drugs between 2D and 3D models. In their
system, A83-01, which is a TGF-βR inhibitor, significantly lost potency in the 3D system (5 nmol/L vs.
2.5 µmol/L)[63]. 3D models of HNSCC expressed EMT markers better than 2D models. They also showed
a decreased sensitivity to cisplatin and cetuximab, unlike in 2D models. This suggests that 3D models can
provide better simulations of drug activity[64]. These reports suggest that 3D models are far superior to 2D
models in mimicking EMT phenomena and predicting the potency of the drugs.

NEXT-GENERATION DISCOVERY ATTEMPTS FOR CONTROLLING EMT
Though 3D assays are better than the 2D assays for efficient drug screening, they are limited by the ease
of the experiment analysis for doing primary and secondary assays. Most of the 3D assays utilize artificial
substrates or gel components, which in turn make those assays different from in vivo or clinical models.
Although they can form 3D architects, they might be different from the original ones and might have been
induced by the nature of the materials that were used. Tumorspheresare also no longer considered as exact
replicas of the original tumour. They are only rich in the CSC population and lack the heterogeneity of the
tumour in vivo[65]. Maintenance of tumorspheres for long term with the same properties and composition is
also challenging[66].
Owing to all these problems with traditional 3D-HTS systems, organoid cultures are becoming more
popular, as they are small pieces of original patient-derived tumours that were grown in laboratory
conditions. They form a full tumour and express the markers and mimic the organ properties from which
they were derived[67]. Organoids use basement membrane components like Matrigel, which arecloser to
the natural system compared to ultralow attachment surfaces for tumorspheres which cannot be found in
nature[68]. Though the term organoid has been used in many different contexts, its actual popularity started
when intestinal organoids were developed by the Hans Clevers group, using Lgr5+ stem cells[69]. LGR5 was
found to activate EMT in glioma stem cells and is a better therapeutic target for EMT control. It functions
through the WNT/β-catenin pathway[70]. Because of the importance of organoids in many fields, it was
considered as the “Method of 2017”[71]. Fan et al.[72] extensively reviewed the organoid models that were
developed for different types of cancers.
Patient-derived tumour organoids are cheaper, faster, and easier to handle compared to patient-derived
tumour xenografts, which were traditionally used. These can also be used for high throughput screening
of drugs, that can be administered immediately to the corresponding patients[72,73] (personalised cancer
medicine). Despite the current lack of studies reporting on EMT using organoids, many more are expected
soon. Hypoxic gradients that are much needed for EMT induction cannot be modelled by traditional 3D
assays but can be done by using organoid models[74]. Hahn et al.[75] developedan intestinal organoid-based
EMT model by inducing intestinal organoids with TGF-β1 and TNF-α. This suggests that it is possible
to get EMT models for different types of cancers, which can be further used for high throughput drug
screening. Drugs that can come through the organoid screen are more likely to work better in patients and
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it helps in improving personalised medicine[73,76]. However, there are two main disadvantages of organoid
models: (1) cost; and (2) better and easier assays need to be developed further for efficient screening. As
these organoids harbourthe heterogeneity of the tumour, classical assays based on a single type of cells are
not enough. This research area is mainly dependent on omics studies, such as genomics, transcriptomics,
and proteomics[73,77]. Extensive research in this novel field might contribute to overcoming these limitations.

CONCLUSION
Decades of research and accumulating literature has revealed the complexity of EMT driven by its intricate
network of physiology that is difficult to imitate under lab conditions as experimental model systems.
Though many models are being used, they have their limitations and are currently unable to mimic the
in vivo nature of EMT sufficiently. Researchers still struggle with falsepositive and false negative results
due to these problems. Therefore, the problem should be addressed with a holistic approach including
a combination of feasible 2D, 3D and organoid models along with omics studies to achieve meaningful
outcomes for patient care. Given the modern progression of science and technology, with the merger of
advanced interdisciplinary tools, we may soon see game-changing giant leaps of success in the precision
targeting of EMT.
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